
PAPER KILLS TREES INTERVIEW WITH TEX KERSCHEN FROM INDIAN JEWELRY

PKT: You said in an interview with Pull My Daizy that Indian Jewelry are "mind blowers. We come 
around to kick the door open." What will I find when I step through that door? 

You'll find what you always find when you kick a door open anywhere. Wastoids and other people what 
got sent down from whence they came knee-deep in remorse, wedged in where they fit in amidst 
burrito wrappers and empty cans of Dr Pepper.  And somewhere in the ugly light of late morning you 
see little flickers of humanity.

PKT: What does the Black Hoe of Calcutta look like? Are you there now? What brought you there? 

It is a place in the brain.  It looks like America except after the hangover from this epic cocaine binge 
really comes home to roost.  You know, a giant epiphenomenal trash dump filled with hdtvs and 
computer software help desks and call centers and college degrees and asshole cologne and lifestyle 
magazines and other fad consumer items.  Or, in another word, Houston.

PKT: You tour a lot. Favorite places? Weird moments? Is that a super boring question that you get all 
the time, or do you mind wedging a few interesting stories through the crack in my skull? 

The places are the same but the world keeps changing.  My favorite places include America 2002-5.  It 
was unhip and in the best way. The smaller cities and towns were really getting busy.  We were playing 
in sheds across the country then and loving it. Houston was on fire. Still is in my opinion, but on lower 
heat.  Knoxville Tennessee was sweet. Baltimore was still a cool place, it hadn't yet laid over and died 
yet. Cleveland and Akron had it going on.  People in Detroit were doing it well.  My favorite place now 
is Mexico. No reason. It just is. Comes a point in every Texan's life where their only real option is 
Mexico.

PKT: Are you being the conscience of America? How? 

We never fail to put our mouths where our feet should be.  We can always find the wrong favor in our 
curry and the right bridge to burn. We aren't earnest and we aren't a joke and that bugs the shit out of 
pea-brains. Little bands are supposed to die off early but we have outstayed our welcome on purpose. 
Most of them that likes us now like us for the wrong reasons, so they too will be gone in due time. We 
are systematically older, more foolish, contrarian, and unafraid.  We're not happy to be the dogs that 
take the whip, but we're dogs.  

PKT: MAKE BELIEVE?
How did you become interested in finding LA's fables? 
 
I got interested in LA after I walked across half the city one early evening after a shitty day at my job at 
a leather warehouse. LA was great that day. It looked like a set from a lost Jodorowsky movie. People 
on carts and brujerias selling animal feet charms and everywhere everything for sale cheap. So I paid 
attention.What's more, I'm a good listener. Whereas most people take advantage of that to bore me to 
death at parties and bars, the upside is that when someone has something interesting to say, I do my 
best to keep it straight in my brain.  

PKT: How many people did you talk to? What about a stranger would compel you to stop them and ask 
them for a fable? 



I talked to innumerable people.  Innumerable.  I have the kind of face only a stranger could love.

PKT: I think you've only published a few fables, the ones in Penny Ante. Are you planning to publish 
more? Where? 

Its like dealing drugs, only the first batch is free. From now on its cash first, product later.

PKT: ERRR...
You said you're not an artist per se. Then what is your fable collection? And Indian Jewelry? 

Art is what rich people buy.  No, wait. Art is what middle class people make in the hopes that rich 
people will buy it, eventually.  Books and records are cheap, because stories and music belong to 
everyone.  Indian Jewelry is just a name we use on a calling card.  It could read Erika and I and friends, 
but that lacks poetry.

PKT: And... the basic, boring things everyone can answer are still: 

Your Full Name: Tex Kerschen
Year of Birth: Year of the Ox
The city you were born in: Houston. 
The city you live in (when not on tour): Houston, mostly.
What website should I list for people to find your work at? www.swarmofangels.com

Thanks again! 


